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PERMANENT GROUPS

LEROY B.  BEASLEY AND  LARRY  CUMM1NGS1

Abstract. A permanent group is a group of nonsingular matrices

on which the permanent function is multiplicative. Let A ° B

denote the Hadamard product of matrices A and B. The set of

groups G of nonsingular n xn matrices which contain the diagonal

group 9 and such that for every pair A, B of matrices in G we have

A ° BT e 9 is denoted by stK.

If the underlying field has at least three elements then sfn

consists of permanent groups. A partial converse is available:

If a permanent group G is generated by 9 together with a set S

of elementary matrices and a set Q of permutation matrices then

G = HK where H is the subgroup generated by Q and K is generated

by 9 and 5, and K G s/n.

1. Introduction. A group of nonsingular matrices on which the

permanent function is multiplicative will be called a permanent group. In

this paper we determine a large class of permanent groups.

It was conjectured by Marcus and Mine [2] that A„, the group of nxn

nonsingular matrices of the form PD is a maximal permanent group,

where P is any permutation matrix and D is diagonal. The underlying field

was unspecified in [2] and the conjecture was subsequently verified by the

first author for the complex numbers [1]. Contrary to the assertion in [1],

however, this is not the only maximal permanent group.

Let A o B denote the Hadamard product of matrices A and B. We shall

denote by ¿é n(F) the collection of all groups G of nxn nonsingular

matrices over a field F such that :

(a) G contains the set of all nxn nonsingular diagonal matrices;

(b) if A and P are in G then A ° BT is a nonsingular diagonal matrix.

In Theorem 3.1 we will show that stf n(F) consists of permanent groups

if F has more than 2 elements. However, An is not in stf„(F).

The matrix Eu has (i,j) entry 1 and zeros elsewhere. We will use

elementary matrices I+XE^, where A is a field element, / the identity

matrix, and /#/' for i,j=\, •■•,«. For any matrix A, r^A) will denote
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the number of nonzero elements in row i. If row i and column i are

deleted from a matrix A the resulting matrix is denoted by ^(z|z).

2. Properties of sin(F). We remark that siniF) contains both the

permanent group of nonsingular upper triangular matrices and the

permanent group of nonsingular lower triangular matrices. A less obvious

permanent group is obtained by considering nxn upper triangular

matrices (afi) over any field which satisfy the additional restrictions :

aam = 0,        m = a + 1, ■ • • , ß,
(2 1)

amß = 0,       m = a + 1, ■ • -, ß - 1,

for distinct integers a, ß such that l_a</3_n.

If P is the permutation matrix corresponding to the transposition (a/3)

and H the group {/, P} then the set H ■ K can be shown to be a permanent

group, where K consists of those nonsingular upper triangular matrices

satisfying (2.1).

The following two lemmas will be used in proving that siniF) contains

only permanent groups.

2.1 Lemma.   If A e G esiniF), then aujíQfor z'=l, • • • , «.

Proof. Suppose A eG esiniF), but au=0 for some i=l, • ■ • , n.

Since A is nonsingular there existsy= 1, • • • , n, such thatyVi and both au

and its cofactor Atj are nonzero. Consequently, the matrix A~x e G has a

nonzero (J, i) entry, contradicting G esin(F).

2.2 Lemma. If G e siniF) and F has at least 3 elements then there exists

a pair of positive integers i,j (1 ̂ z',y"_«) such that, for any A e G,

aim = 0,       m * i,

K    ' ami = 0,       m*j.

Proof. The result is immediate when zz=2 and the proof proceeds by

induction on n.

Let S be the set of all i (1 _/_«) for which there exists a matrix A eG

such that au9^0. Always, 1 e S. We shall show there is ay (l^y*_«) such

that if B is any matrix in G, then bmi=0 for all mjtj. If 5*={1, • • • , n),

then G esi'„(F) implies y may be chosen as 1. Otherwise, suppose B is a

matrix in G such that ¿»,¿^0, and let Z)=diag[l, • • • , x, • • • , 1] where x

is the (i, i) entry. Consider an arbitrary matrix C in G. Then BDC is in G

and its (l,y) entry is
n

(2-3) 2   èi*cw + foi¿c¿3x-
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If cí3 is nonzero, then (2.3) vanishes for at least one x in F. Since Phas

at least 3 elements we may always choose a nonzero x in F such that (2.3)

is also nonzero. This implies that ca=0 whenever ieS and je S', the

complement of S in {1, ■ • • , «}.

Since C was arbitrary in G there is a permutation matrix P such that,

for any A e G,

P-XAP =
A,   A

LO    AJ

where At is kxk (k is the cardinality of S').

The set {P_1AP|j4 g G} is also a group and hence {A-/\A e G}=Gl is a

group of â: x k matrices. Evidently Gx esfk(F). Hence, by induction, each

Ax g Gx satisfies (2.2) for w=l, • • • , k. Hence P~JAP satisfies

(P~lAP)mj = 0,       m jé y, w = 1, • • • , n.

Thus, there exists/, not necessarily y, such that

amy = 0,       m ¿¿j', m= 1, • • • ,n.

A similar argument yields an V such that

aVm = 0,       m j±ï, m = 1, • • • , n.

3. The main theorem.

3.1 Theorem. If F is afield with at least 3 elements, then every group

in each sin(F) is a permanent group.

This is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas :

3.2 Lemma. If A, B eG esa n(F), then the ith diagonal entry of AB is
aubu,for all i= 1, • • • , n.

Proof. The (/', /') entry of AB is 2*=i oikbki. If kjéi and a»t^0'tnen

bki=0 since BeGese'„(F). On the other hand, if k^i and bkij¿0, then

aik=0.

3.3 Lemma.   IfAeGe s/n(F), then per A=fELi a«.

Proof. This is obvious for n=1, 2. Assume the result for all k <«. By

Lemma 2.2 there is a column of A, say they'th, where the only nonzero

entry is the diagonal one. It follows that the matrices A(j\j) form a group

in sén_1(F). This group will contain the nonsingular diagonal matrices

because G does. By induction, per A(j\j)=Yli1tj au ana so per ^4=

aijntrA(j\j) = YYl=iaii.
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4. A partial converse. Clearly not every permanent group G is in

some sin(F), e.g., An $sin(F). But if a permanent group is generated by

the diagonal group together with a subset of the elementary matrices and

a collection SL of permutation matrices, then G=HK where H is the

subgroup generated by Ü and Kesin(F) is generated by the diagonal

group together with the given set of elementary matrices (Theorem 4.3).

4.1 Lemma. // G is a permanent group generated by the diagonal group

together with a set of elementary matrices, then for all AeG, a^^O

implies £i3(A) £ G for every % e F.

Proof. Write A as Ex • • • EmD where D is diagonal and each Et is an

elementary matrix in G. The only way au can be nonzero is if there is a

sequence /=/„, iu •■• , ik=j where £Mr+x(A) £ G for r=0, 1, • • • ,/fc-l.

However Ea is the product of the following elementary matrices

r=l r=l

The proof is complete because if any group of nonsingular matrices

containing the diagonal group also contains an elementary matrix £M(a)

then it contains Evqiß) for every ß in F.

4.2 Lemma. Any permanent group generated by the diagonal group and

a set of elementary matrices is in si J/F).

Proof. Suppose a^j^O for some AeG, where G is a permanent group

satisfying the hypotheses. We must show bH=0 for all B eG. If bH^Q

for some B eG then the previous lemma implies both £¿3(a) and EuiX)

are in G. However,

per[£„(l) ■ EH(l)] = 3    while   per Ei}(l) = per EH(\) = 1,

contradicting the assumption that G was a permanent group.

4.3 Theorem. If G is a permanent group generated by the diagonal

group, a set of elementary matrices S, and a nonempty set of permutation

matrices 2. then G = H ■ K where H is the subgroup generated by SI and

Kesá'n(F) is generated by the diagonal group and S.

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4.2, K is in sin(F), and we need only

show that HK=KH. If P is any permutation matrix in H and E e K, then

PE=FP, where F=PEP~l is readily seen to be in K also.
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